STANDS_Displayers
Kukri Wall Frame
Designed to hold kukri on the wall so that it can be displayed beautifully..






ACTUAL WEIGHT: 1300 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1800 grams
ORIGIN: Kathmandu, Nepal
CATEGORY: STANDS_Displayers

It is designed to hold kukri on the wall so that it can be displayed as shown in the photo. It is one of the most effective
ways to exhibit a kukri in a room. This rectangle shaped wooden frame is handmade by using only conventional
domestic tools. Some fine patterns are also made on the boarders to enhance the beauty and craftsmanship. It is made
out of treated wood called Ashna, famously known in Nepal as “Seesau”. The process of making the frame is very slow
and laborious. All wooden frames are made in Kathmandu where skill craftsmen work around the clock to give quality
and quantity.
"THIS WOODEN FRAME CAN HOLD A KUKRI RANGING ITS BLADE SIZE FROM 8 – 12 INCHES LONG "
Materials / Features:
Indian rosewood, artistic patterns, wall hanger, leather and elastic holders

Oval Stand
The shape of the wooden base/platform is given an oval shape hence called as the oval stand..






ACTUAL WEIGHT: 400 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 650 grams
ORIGIN: Patan, Kathmandu
CATEGORY: STANDS_Displayers

This double rack mounted khukuri display stand is completely handmade by using only conventional domestic tools. It
is made out of treated wood called Ashna, famously known in Nepal as “Seesau”. The process of making a single stand
is very slow and laborious. It is as time consuming as making a Khukuri, costing almost a complete day to finish one.
All stands are made in Kathmandu where skill craftsmen work around the clock to give quality and quantity. They are
foldable (hands come apart) so that they can be carried and transported very easily. They are also completely break-free
since they can be swiftly dismantled.
The shape of the wooden base/platform is given an oval shape hence called as the oval stand. Edges on all sides of the
base are molded with simple straight pattern to give better look to the stand. Each holder has two “Y” shaped arched
hands made to fit in the blade at bottom and scabbard above as depicted in the picture. Underneath the oval base are
four circular wooden legs fixed to slightly raise the base from ground level so that the over all display process is more
attractive and catchy. The hands come off so that packing is small and swift.

* Colors available are; Light Brown, Rosewood and Black
* This Stand is available for 6-15 inches long bladed Khukuris
(Please mention the preferred color and the size of the khukuri for which you are buying the stand in the
“Questions/Comments” field when going through the ordering steps)
Materials / Features:
Indian rosewood

Royal Stand
Exclusively made to honor a kukri to honor a cause; highly influenced from monuments made to pay tribute and esteem
to heroism..






ACTUAL WEIGHT: 2300 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 3000 grams
ORIGIN: Patan, Kathmandu
CATEGORY: STANDS_Displayers

This double rack mounted khukuri display stand is completely handmade by using only conventional domestic tools. It
is made out of treated wood called Ashna, famously known in Nepal as “Seesau”. The process of making a single stand
is very slow and laborious. It is as time consuming as making a Khukuri, costing almost a complete day to finish one.
All stands are made in Kathmandu where skill craftsmen work around the clock to give quality and quantity. They are
foldable (hands come apart) so that they can be carried and transported very easily. They are also completely break-free
since they can be swiftly dismantled.
Exclusively made to honor a kukri to honor a cause. Highly influenced from monuments made to pay tribute and
esteem to heroism. The brass poles connected to each other by a brass chain in the corners of the bottom wooden base
gives a feeling and look of one’s deep respect to someone or something, and makes the whole displaying so special,
hence named as “Royal Stand”. Special attention and work is put to make the base of the stand to achieve the best
outcome with molded edges, poles, chains, color etc. Two wooden bases are used with the smaller on top as depicted in
the picture. Edges of the wooden frames are molded artistically to give better look and status. Two pairs of hands, ‘Y’
shaped are fitted to hold the blade and scabbard horizontally and beautifully. A shiny pitch black color is used to give a
classic and striking look. The hands and poles can be taken out from their housing for easy packing and transporting.
** Price also includes a "Paper Kukri Knife" to enhance the overall display **
Materials: Indian rosewood
Origin: Patan, Kathmandu
* This Stand fits 8-12 inches long bladed Khukuris and comes in beautiful BLACK color
Materials / Features:
Indian rosewood

Step Stand
Two wooden bases are used with the smaller on top; a shiny pitch black color is used to give a classic and striking
look..






ACTUAL WEIGHT: 700 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1000 grams
ORIGIN: Patan, Kathmandu
CATEGORY: STANDS_Displayers

This double rack mounted khukuri display stand is completely handmade by using only conventional domestic tools. It
is made out of treated wood called Ashna, famously known in Nepal as “Seesau”. The process of making a single stand
is very slow and laborious. It is as time consuming as making a Khukuri, costing almost a complete day to finish one.
All stands are made in Kathmandu where skill craftsmen work around the clock to give quality and quantity. They are
foldable (hands come apart) so that they can be carried and transported very easily. They are also completely break-free
since they can be swiftly dismantled.
Two wooden bases are used with the smaller on top as depicted in the picture. Edges of the wooden frames are molded
artistically to give better look and status. Two pairs of hands, ‘Y’ shaped are fitted to hold the blade and scabbard
horizontally and beautifully. A shiny pitch black color is used to give a classic and striking look. Moreover the color
goes with almost all kukris despite of their various color features. The hands come off so that packing is small and
swift.
* Colors available are; Light Brown, Rosewood and Black
* This Stand is available for 6-15 inches long bladed Khukuris
(Please mention the preferred color and the size of the khukuri for which you are buying the stand in the
“Questions/Comments” field when going through the ordering steps)
Materials / Features:
Indian rosewood

Tree Branch Stand
Khukuri House invents a new style that is beautiful and complete in itself, cost effective, light and very easy to pack..






ACTUAL WEIGHT: 250 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 500 grams
ORIGIN: Kathmandu, Nepal
CATEGORY: STANDS_Displayers

This double rack mounted khukuri display stand is completely handmade by using only conventional domestic tools. It
is made out of treated wood called Ashna, famously known in Nepal as “Seesau”. The process of making a single stand
is very slow and laborious. It is as time consuming as making a Khukuri, costing almost a complete day to finish one.
All stands are made in Kathmandu where skill craftsmen work around the clock to give quality and quantity. They are
foldable (hands come apart) so that they can be carried and transported very easily. They are also completely break-free
since they can be swiftly dismantled.
Designed completely differently than other stands. “Khukuri House Handicraft Industry” or KHHI invents a new style
that is beautiful and complete within it, cost effective, light and very easy to pack. Two vertical holders with rounded
contours and edges are attached to one another by an “I” shaped wooden piece at bottom. A pair of screw is used to
fasten the wooden piece that can be unscrewed to dismantle the whole stand so that the stand becomes completely flat.
The overall appearance of the stand appears to be like that of branch of a tree hence it is named so. Beautiful dark
rosewood color is used to give a soothing and suitable look.
* Colors available are; Light Brown, Rosewood and Black
* This Stand is available for 6-15 inches long bladed Khukuris
(Please mention the preferred color and the size of the khukuri for which you are buying the stand in the
“Questions/Comments” field when going through the ordering steps)
Materials / Features:
Indian rosewood

Vertical Stand
A new and unique way to display a kukri in an upright position that is made possible by KH’s vertical wooden stand
unlike any other displayers..






ACTUAL WEIGHT: 400 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 700 grams
ORIGIN: Kathmandu, Nepal
CATEGORY: STANDS_Displayers

This vertical khukuri display stand is completely handmade by using only conventional domestic tools. It is made out
of treated wood called Ashna, famously known in Nepal as “Seesau”. The process of making a single stand is very slow
and laborious. It is as time consuming as making a Khukuri, costing almost a complete day to finish one. All stands are
made in Kathmandu where skill craftsmen work around the clock to give quality and quantity. They are foldable (hands
come apart) so that they can be carried and transported very easily. They are also completely break-free since they can
be swiftly dismantled.
A new and unique way to display a kukri in an upright position is made possible by KHHI’s vertical wooden stand.
Unlike any other displayers the vertical stand displays or accommodates a kukri, either only the blade or along with its
scabbard vertically as shown in the picture exhibiting a unique and perhaps a better look than other displayers. The flat
base is simple yet suitable from where an arched shaped shaft is erected and fitted on top of it is a “U” shaped wooden
piece to hold the handle of the displaying kukri as depicted in the picture. The wooden base also has a small round hole
opposite side of the erected shaft to secure the pommel or tip inside it so the movement or sliding is prevented. The
spine of the blade or scabbard lie on the erection and handle rests in the holder. The flat base/platform and the erected
wooden are screwed to each other thus can be flattened by unscrewing; easy to pack or transport. An amazing and
creative way to display your kukri to wow your visitors.

* Colors available are; Light Brown, Rosewood and Black
* This Stand is available for 6-15 inches long bladed Khukuris
(Please mention the preferred color and the size of the khukuri for which you are buying the stand in the
“Questions/Comments” field when going through the ordering steps)
Materials / Features:
Indian rosewood

